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From    MY VIEW   finder 
 

a     message    from    our   president

Harvey

Choosing ONLY One is the Hardest Part...

Our club year is coming to an end and, as usual,  I like to take a look back to see what was good 

and what needs improvement going forward.  One issue that stood out for me this year was the 

submitting of near duplicate images in competition.  (If you have not yet, I strongly suggest everyone 

read the Competition Rules, which can be found by clicking here.) We have a rule that clearly 

prohibits the use of duplicate or near duplicate images, not to be punitive, but to promote creativity. 

 When you submit an image and it gets a high score, you may be tempted to submit a similar image 

that was taken of the same subject at the same time. This rule is in place to keep us out there 

shooting new and different things and to push us to do better work. 

With today's digital cameras we shoot bursts of the same subject.  The hard part is choosing ONE of 

the sequence to use.  I shoot in burst mode all the time, I will review that burst and choose THE 

BEST ONE for competition. That is the point of the burst, to find the one that is the sharpest and 

most well presented of the lot. This is a difficult choice but one that needs to be made.  I urge you all 

to make those difficult decisions. Not just for the benefit of the club but for your own creativity.  No 

one is suggesting that these submissions were an intentional deception! With peoples busy 

schedules and bustling lives, these things happen to everyone at one time or another. We're only 

human, after all. Another tip is to make sure you have a good filling system on your computer to 

easily locate your folders. I double check before each competition to make certain I'm not reusing an 

image. Especially when competition in several different clubs, one must do their due diligence to 

insure the right choices are being made. (If anyone would like some assistance in this area,

Anastasia is willing to help photodiva17@aol.com ...email her and she will get back to you) 

In the event that a near duplicate image is used, as it was twice this year, members will challenge an 

image saying  "I've seen that before". It will then be reviewed by the board on its eligibility and can 

then lead to a disqualification should the image be deemed a duplicate or near duplicate.  This can 

create hard feelings which, again, is not the intent or what our club is about.  We want to promote 

creativity in a friendly supportive environment. Editing is difficult because we have a personal 

connection to each image, but in the end, it will make you a better photographer and could spare 

some unnecessary hard feelings. 

I also want to congratulate the Photographer of the Year winners.  The work all of us put in to our 

images is the life blood of our club.  Keep up the good work! 

http://www.bronxphotographicsociety.org/PDF2017/BPS_COMPETETION_RULES.pdf


The Marine Nature Study 

Area is a 52-acre salt 

marsh preserve devoted to 

environmental education 

and natural history .  The 

Oceanside Marine Nature 

Study grounds are a great 

location to observe and 

photograph a variety of 

song birds and water fowl .  

There is a distance to walk 

from the parking lot to the 

various areas ,  several 

gravel or boardwalk 

pathways for exploring .  

There is never a guarantee 

with wildlife ,  but we 'll 

have plenty of time on the 

grounds to move around 

and to capture the natural 

habitat .   To date there 

have been more than 274 

bird species calling 

Oceanside home !  

Recommended 

equipment :  Long lens ,  a

tripod with a Gimble head 

for easy movement ,  

comfortable walking shoes .

DATE :  Sat . ,  20 May 2016 

TIME :  9 am

LOCATION :  

Parking Lot of the 

Oceanside Marine Study Area 

500 Slice Drive 

Oceanside ,  NY 11572 

oceanside, ny

 
our next field trip:

© Anastasia Tompkins



Perfect your Lighting- Depending on the look you’re trying to achieve, there are different ways you 

should adjust accordingly to take advantage of the golden hour glow. If the subject you’re shooting is 

facing the sun head-on, golden hour lighting will give your shot a naturally warm feel (that you can 

further enhance if you’d like via post-processing). To backlight your images, the sun will be behind 

your subject instead. If this is the case, your most important adjustment should be to your exposure, to 

make sure you’re capturing the correct tones of your subject. 

Get creative- If you want to create a halo look around your subject, either place the sun behind your 

subject or make sure the background is dark. It can also be helpful to try a lower camera angle if you’re 

looking to achieve this. 

If you’re a photography enthusiast, we’re 

almost positive you’ve heard of the 

infamous golden hour. A compositionally 

magical time of day, this key block of time 

is best known for offering artists some of 

the most flattering possible natural light 

to work with in developing stunning 

sunset photography. For those who want 

to make the most of Mother Nature’s 

golden hour opportunity, here are some 

of the best ways to take advantage: 

Time it Right- When should you be ready 

to shoot? According to experts, the 

golden hours happen during the first 

hour right before the sun rises and during 

the last hour of light right before it sets. At 

these precise times, the sun is closer to 

your subject because it’s going through 

more of earth’s atmosphere. Because of 

this key positioning, it will shed a 

stunning, soft, diffused light on your shot. 

Predicting these exact times can be 

tricky, especially depending on where 

you’re located. Lucky for you, this NYIP 

grad developed a Smartphone app for 

photographers that will do the 

calculating for you. 

© Anastasia Tompkins

© Anastasia Tompkins

* NY Institute of Photographygolden hour
photography



Lovely thank you note written by the recipient of the 2016-2017 scholarship 

award proudly sponsored each school year by BPS!



BPS digital competition 2016-2017

Scores
 

Judge: Phil Echo
 

competition #9



ioM - nautilus 
doreen rose

ea shell 
andrea nelson

HM - tulips lightened 
gloria abraham

iom - mondrian bus london
anastasia tompkins



BPS digital competition 2016-2017



digital competition 2016-2017

hm - yellow orange beauty 
gloria abraham

iom-turtle 
paula pillion

iom -may car is in the shop 
raquel gonzalez

hm - regatta 
ray greene



digital competition 2016-2017

iom - lion cub tanzania 
anastasia tompkins



digital competition 2016-2017



2016-2017 Photographer of The Year Awards

color B

color A

color AA

black & white

altered reality

theme

1. Anastasia Tompkins 
2. Veronica Saunders 
3. Doreen Rose

1. Anastasia Tompkins 
2. Annette Collazo-Comito 
3. Andrea Nelson

1. Raquel Gonzalez 
2. Andrea Nelson 
2. George Hansen 
3. AnnetteCollazo-Comito 

 

1. Gloria Abraham 
2. Anastasia Tompkins 
3. George Hansen

1. Anastasia Tompkins 
2. Harvey Augenbraun 
2. Raquel Gonzalez 
3. Bob Feldman

1. Lisa Castro * 
2. Paula Pillone 
3. Ray Green

* moving up to A



SPOTLIGHT ON 

Sharon Gumerove
 

I first got into photography when I was 17, somewhat backwards, as I was initially very interested in 
videography. In part that was because my high school didn’t have a darkroom but did offer video classes.

One of my videos won a Statewide video competition and the prize was a six week course at the New 
York State Summer School of the Arts. One of my friends was in the photography program there and the 
first time he showed me a set of color Cibachrome proofs I was hooked. I was completely intrigued by the 

fact that the colors in the prints could be altered but still look like that was how they were shot. As soon as
the summer was over I enrolled in a photography course at ICP, read every photo book I could get my 

hands on, and proudly used my Canon AE-1 - my high school graduation gift. Somehow, I still ended up 
majoring in television production in college, but there was no doubt in my mind that I was also in love 

with photography. 
So, after I spent some time working for a video post production facility and a broadcast video equipment 
company, it made perfect sense to me to accept a job at the New York Institute of Photography. In the 25 
years that I worked there I did a little bit of everything from traveling the country promoting the School 

at photography trade shows to running a photo equipment business for the students to helping create the 
Institute’s first digital photography course with Shutterbug Magazine’s George Schaub. Eventually, I 
became the company’s Webmaster, coding the websites and writing tons of articles on photography. 

My own photography flourished too. I took classes at ICP in black and white and Cibachrome printing. I 
still miss the smell of developer and watching the photos rise up out of the darkness. I also took a number 
of classes at Santa Fe Workshops and I traveled a lot taking photos in Europe, Hawaii, Iceland and more. 
If you asked me, I would say that I’m primarily a travel and landscape photographer though these years I 

shoot more nature, animals and flowers than anything else.  One day I was wandering through the 
Botanical Gardens with all of my gear and a Club member spotted my Gitzo and announced that I just 
needed to be a member of this great club he belonged too. He was right! I joined the Club about 20 years 
ago and have loved every minute of it. I’ve been on the Board (even served 2 terms as President) pretty 

much since my second year as a member. 
A lot of things have changed for me in the last several years. The birth of my twins, Hunter and Matthew, 
who have special needs have meant that my traveling days are over for now. I no longer work for NYIP, 
and now run my own web design company – Sonic Digital Design. But one constant in my life is my love 

for photography. 













Harvey Augenbraun - President         mrscience9@aol.com
Sharon Gumerove - 3rd VP / Membership  sharon.gumerove@gmail.com
Martin Lewis - Treasurer / Corp Secy   bsaunder@aol.com
David Feldman - 1st VP / Competition Chair   dlfeldman@mac.com
Veronica Saunders - 2nd VP / Programs   ronnie52@att.net
Anastasia Tompkins - 4th VP  / Newsletter & Exhibits   photodiva17@aol.com
Suzanne Carter - Recording Secy                    inv9@aol.com 

BPS BOARD OF DIRECTORS

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS

http://www.mmphototours.com/
http://tiffen.com/
http://www.blackrapid.com/
https://www.huntsphotoandvideo.com/
http://clikelite.com/

